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EVERYTHING AROUND sl2`
IS DPG. HOORAY!

DROR BAR-NATAN AND ROLAND VAN DER VEEN

Abstract. We construct sl2`
, a certain “lossless approximation” of sl2 , and show that
“everything that matters” around its universal enveloping algebra and its quantization,
namely the products, the co-products, the R-matrix, and other essential ingredients can be
described in terms of a certain category DPG of “Docile Perturbed Gaussian differential
operators”.
Those essential ingredients are what one needs in order to construct powerful knot invariants with good algebraic properties. Also, as we show, DPG is “easy” in the sense of
computational complexity. Hence we get (and implement and compute) powerful poly-timecomputatble knot invariants with favourable algebraic properties. Hooray!
Similar constructions ought to exist for all semi-simple Lie algebras, but we do not pursue
this here.
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1. Plan of the Paper
There is little we want to say by means of an introduction beyond what we said already
in the abstract
(please read it again). Instead, here’s the plan:
sec:DoPeGDO
MORE.
In Section 2sec:U
3 MORE.
In Sectionsec:DoPeGDO
sec:U
Sections 2 and 3 completely commute and can be read in either order.
MORE.
foot:Burger

1.1. Acknowledgement. We wish to thank M. Pugh for Footnote 15.
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2. The Category DPG

sec:DoPeGDO

2.1. Motivation, conventions, generating functions. This section may seem like an
awful way to start a topology paper — it’s all about formula-based technicalities. Here are
its redeeming features (beyond its usefulness for the later parts of the paper):
‚ Did you know that
quadratic forms (aka “Gaussians”) form a category in a natural
thm:GDO
way? (Theorem 2.27).
‚ Did you know that Feynman diagrams arise in pure algebra in a completely natural
way?
mot:PBW

Motivation 2.1. The “PBW Principle” says that many algebras U are isomorphic, as vector
spaces, to polynomial rings (hence as algebras they are “polynomial rings with funny multiplications”). Many times one needs to understand maps between algebras. Primarily, the
algebra’s own structure: the multiplication map m : U b U Ñ U , perhaps a co-multiplication
∆ : U Ñ U b U , and more. Sometimes one may care about specific special elements in U or
some tensor power thereof; say, R P U b U “ HompU bH Ñ U b2 q. So we need to understand
the category of maps between algebras and their tensor powers, and hence, by PBW, the
category of maps between polynomial rings. This category is way too big — one can encode
an infinite amount of information into a map between polynomial rings (no matter the base
fields) — and so no finite computer can fully store a general such map. Hence we develop a
theory of “maps between polynomial rings that can be described using finite formulas (of a
certain kind)” and we are lucky that the maps we care about later in this paper can indeed be
described by formulas of that kind. Those maps/formulas are “Docile Perturbed Gaussian
differential operators”, and they make a category, DPG, which is the main object of study
for this section.
Convention 2.2. Throughout this paper we will use lower case Latin letters such as z, y,
b, a, x, and t to denote the generators of polynomial rings. Each such generator comes with
a dual (whose purpose will be explained shortly), and the dual will always be denoted by
the corresponding Greek letter: z ˚ “ ζ, y ˚ “ η, b˚ “ β, a˚ “ α, x˚ “ ξ, and t˚ “ τ . If
C is a finite set, we will denote by zC “ tzc ucPC the set of variables denoted by the letter
z with an index c P C; likewise there’s yC , xC , etc. We will regard zC sometimes as a set
and sometimes as a column vector, as appropriate. We extend duality to indexed variables:
zC˚ “ ζC “ tzc˚ “ ζc ucPC . We will sometimes treat ζC (or ηC , etc) as a row vector.
Next, we establish a bijection
G : HompQrzA s Ñ QrzB sq Ñ QrzB sJζa K

(1)

eq:calG

between linear maps from polynomials in variables zA to polynomials in variables zB (A and
B are finite sets) and a certain class of power series in the output variables and the duals
of the input variables (more precisely, power series in the Greek variables corresponding to
the inputs, with coefficients that are polynomials in the Latin variables corresponding to the
outputs).
Definition 2.3. Let A and B be finite sets and let L : QrzA s Ñ QrzB s be linear. Let
L “ GpLq, the generating function of L, be defined as follows:
ÿ ζn
A
L “ GpLq :“
LpzAn q P QrzB sJζa K.
(2)
n!
A
nPN

eq:calG1
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ś
Here N denotes theśnon-negative integers,
n “ pna qaPA is a multi-index, ζAn :“ aPA ζana
ś
and likewise zAn :“ aPA zana , and n! :“ aPA na !. Extending L without changing its name
to an operator L : QrzA sJζa K Ñ QrzB sJζa K by treating
the ζA ’s as scalars, and recalling the
eq:calG1
definition of the exponential function, we find that (2) can also be written as
`
˘
L “ GpLq “ L eζA ¨zA ,
ř
where ζA ¨ zA :“ aPA ζa za .
Proposition 2.4. G : HompQrzA s Ñ QrzB sq Ñ QrzB sJζa K is a bijection. If L P QrzB sJζa K
and p P QrzA s then
G ´1 pLqppq “ ppBζa qLpζa , zb q|ζa “0 “ LpBza , zb qppza q|za “0
l
exa:GenFun

:LMcomposition

Example 2.5. Consider Li : Qrzs Ñ Qrzs for i “ 1, 2, 3, 4, where L1 ppq “ p is
şz the identity,
L2 ppq “ ppz ` 1q is the shift, L3 ppq “ p1 is differentiation, and L4 ppq “ 0 p is definite
integration. Then
GpL1 q “ eζz ,

GpL2 q “ eζpz`1q ,

GpL3 q “ ζeζz ,

GpL4 q “ peζz ´ 1q{ζ.

and

A few further examples of generating
functions, closer in spirit to the ones we care for the
ssec:realistic
most in this paper, are in Section 2.2, right below.
Linear maps between polynomial rings can be composed, and it is useful to know how
their corresponding generating functions compose1:
Proposition 2.6. Let A, B, and C be finite sets, and let L P HompQrzA s Ñ QrzB sq and
M P HompQrzB s Ñ QrzC sq. Then, with b standing for all elements of B,
´
¯
`
˘
GpL M q “ GpLq|zb ÑBζb GpM q
“ GpM q|ζb ÑBzb GpLq z “0 .
(3)

eq:LMcompositi

b

ζb “0

l
Said differently, G is an isomorphism of categories from the category of polynomial rings
in finitely many generators to the category G whose objects are finite sets with morphisms
morG pA Ñ Bq “ QrzB sJζA K and compositions
´
¯
`
˘
L M “ L|zb ÑBζb M
“ M|ζb ÑBzb L z “0 ,
(4)

eq:frakGCompos

b

ζb “0

where L P morG pA Ñ Bq and M P morG pB Ñ Cq.
eq:frakGComposition

om:contraction

Comment 2.7. We call the operation in (4) “contraction of the variable pairs pζb , zb q for
b P B”.

bleContraction

Comment 2.8. There is an easily-provable third version for the composition formula (4),
which treats L and M and Greek and Latin letters more symmetrically:
ř
ˇ
L M “ e Bzb Bζb pL ¨ Mqˇz “ζ “0 ,
(5)

eq:frakGCompositi

b

b

where the indices b run through the set B. Here L ¨ M stands for the ordinary product of
power series QrzB sJζA K b QrzC sJζB K Ñ QrzAYB sJζBYC K.2
1Below

and throughout we use “ ” for left-to-right composition: L M “ M ˝ L.
speaking this is valid only if there are no name clashes, namely if A X B “ B X C “ H. That’s a

2Strictly

eq:DoubleContr
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Comment 2.9. If you are familiar with formal Gaussian integration, especially as it is used
in physics and especially in perturbation
theory where one allows themselve to pretend
Polyak:Feynman
that integrals always converge Abdesselam:FeynmanDiagramsInAlgebraicCombinatorics
(e.g. [Po]), then there is another easily verified form for the
composition formula (see also [Ab]):
ż
ź
ř
ř
ˇ
Bzb Bζb
ˇ
dzb dζb .
(6)
pL ¨ Mq z “ζ “0 9 e´ b zb ζb pL ¨ Mq
L M“ e
b

eq:integration

b

bPB

Much of this paper can be re-written in terms of the above formula and Gaussian integration, yet we prefer to use this fact only for inspiration3. There is simply
nothing to gain:
eq:DoubleContraction
everything one can do with integration
we
can
also
do
directly
with
(
5),
a
bit
more simply.
eq:integration
Yet there is a lesson to learn from (6): compositions may have simple formulas (and indeed
theyeq:integration
do) if L and M are themselves Gaussians or perturbed Gaussians, for then the integral
com:integration
in (6) would be Gaussian or perturbed Gaussian, and these are known to be computable. 2.9

disc:Qh

Discussion 2.10. Later in this paper we will also want to consider power series in the mold
of ez P QJzK or p1 ´ zq´1 . The generating function formalism does not extend to power series
in the most naive way: the space Hom pQJzA K Ñ QJzB Kq is not isomorphic to some space of
“generating functions” such as QJζA , zB K. Indeed, QJzA K is of uncountable dimension over
Q, and Hom pQJzA K Ñ QJzB Kq is quite wild4. One standard way to get around this is to
introduce a “small” parameter ~ and insist that it be present in power series, as in e~z and
p1 ´ ~zq´1 . But first, a discussion and a convention.
ř
In analysis the identity p1 ´ ~zq´1 “ ~n z n holds true even if |z| isn’t small, provided
~ is small enough5. In algebra, if we want to enrich Qrzs so as to allow such identities6 we
need to do two things:
‚ Tensor multiply Qrzs with Qr~s to get Qrz, ~s, so as to allow coefficient depending
on ~.
ř
‚ Complete relative to the ~-adic topology so as to get QrzsJ~K, where series like ~n z n
make sense.
MORE. ??? Add somewhere a comment that exponentials make sense in both QJzK and
QrzsJ~K, yet HompQJzK Ñ QJzKq is of uncountable dimension while HomQJ~K pQrzsJ~K Ñ
QrzsJ~Kq is countable.
disc:Qh
MORE. This whole discussion is still murky. Does God really care about ~?
2.10

conv:Qh

foot:ContHom

Convention 2.11 (and subtle point). We slightly abuse notation and use Q~ as a symbol
for both steps:
Q~ rx, y, zs :“ Qrx, y, zsJ~K.
non-issue — if needed the labels in B can be temporarily
renamed before the formula is applied.
eq:integration
3
The constant of proportionality in Equation (6) has some 2π factors in it. We don’t really want dreadful
transcendental numbers in an algebra paper.
4 One may be tempted to restrict attention in Hom pQJz K Ñ QJz Kq to continuous homomorphisms (relative
A
B
Kassel:QuantumGroups
to the power series topology; see e.g. [Kas, Chapter XVI]). That’s wrong in our context — many of the
homomorphisms we care
about are simply not continuous relative to the power series topology. See an
foot:ncont
example in Footnote 8.
5How small? |h| must be smaller than |z|´1 , so ~ must be determined after z.
6And yet without making z small, that is, without switching to QJzK, which our formalism can’t handle.

reekCompletion
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Note that Q~ is not a ring but a name for an operator: tensor with Qr~s and complete relative
to the ~-adic topology. In particular, Q~ isn’t QJ~K and Q~ rzs isn’t QJ~Krzs. Indeed, e~z and
p1 ´ ~zq´1 are both members of Q~ rzs but not of QJ~Krzs.
Yet we further abuse notation, and when Q~ is on its own, we will regard it as the ring
QJ~K. So “ω P Q~ ” means that ω is a power series in ~ with rational coefficients.
With all this said, in much of this paper one can read Q~ to simply mean “Q, also with a
conv:Qh
small parameter ~”, with only a minor disloyalty to precision.
2.11
eq:calG

Everything said so far work over Q~ as well as over Q. The same bijection as in (1),
G : HomQ~ pQ~ rzA s Ñ Q~ rzB sq Ñ Q~ rzB sJζa K,
eq:calG1

eq:LMcomposition

with the same definition (2) and the same composition law (3).
MORE. A continuity clause is missing.

Convention 2.12. We also automatically complete spaces relative to the Greek letters α,
β, π, τ , η, ξ, and ζ, and also when they come with subscripts. So if a and b are elements of
some algebra U then eα1 a`β2 b always makes sense, and should be regarded as an element of
U Jα1 , β2 K.
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ssec:realistic

2.2. Some Real Life Examples. Let us briefly meet a few generating functions of the type
that we will care about the most in this paper. But first,
conv:id

Convention 2.13. Throughout this paper we often put labels on tensor factors in a tensor
product instead of ordering them; hence we often write U bA , where U is a vector space and
A is a finite set, instead of U bn , where n is a natural number7. If U has a prescribed unit
1 P U and if z P U and i P A, we write zi for “z placed in tensor factor i (with 1 in all other
tensor factors)”. Thus for example, we often write z1 ` z2 for z b 1 ` 1 b z. If ψ : U bA Ñ U bB
is a map, we often emphasize its domain and range by writing “ψBA ”.
We start with some examples from the realm of commutative polynomials. Here U “ Qrzs
denotes the ring of commutative polynomials in a variable z.

exa:m

Example 2.14.
Let m : U bU Ñ U be the multiplication of polynomials. With the language
conv:id
of Convention 2.13, we choose labels i, j, k and write mij
k : Qrzi , zj s » Ui b Uj Ñ Uk » Qrzk s.
ij
But now mk is given by zi , zj ÞÑ zk , and so
ij ζi zi `ζj zj
Gpmij
q “ epζi `ζj qzk .
k q “ mk pe

Note that Gpmij
k q is a Gaussian — the exponential of a quadratic expression.
Example 2.15. Similarly, there is a coproduct ∆ : U Ñ U b U , better written as ∆ijk , given
by zi ÞÑ zj ` zk . We have
Gp∆ijk q “ ∆peζi zi q “ eζi pzj `zk q .
Again, this is a Gaussian expression.
exa:sigma

Example 2.16. A bit silly but nevertheless useful is the relabelling map σji : Ui Ñ Uj , which
is merely the identity map U Ñ U , albeit with a change-of-label for the unique tensor factor
that appears. We have
Gpσji q “ σji peζi zi q “ eζi zj .

(A Gaussian!)

Example 2.17. There is an inner product P : U b U Ñ Q given by xz n , z m y “ δnm n!, and
by a quick computation we have
GpP ij q “ eζi ζj .

(A Gaussian!)

Note that there are no Latin letters in the above expression, because it is the generating
function of a morphism whose target space is a polynomial ring on 0 variables.
Example 2.18. On a finite dimensional vector space V an inner product
P would have an
exa:sigma
inverse R P V b V such that Rij P jk “ σik (with σ like in Example 2.16). We cannot have
that here because U is infinite-dimensional. We come close with Rij “ e~zi zj P Q~ U bti,ju ,
which satisfies Rij P jk “ ~deg σik , where ~deg is the operator defined by ~deg pz n q “ ~n z n . We
then have
GpRij q “ e~zi zj .
(A Gaussian!)
Note that there are no Greek letters in the above expression, because it is the generating
function of a morphism whose domain space is a polynomial ring on 0 variables.
7These

conventions only make sense in strict monoidal
categories. They are consistent with the “identity”
Talk:Toronto-1912
world view as opposed to the “geography” view; see [BN].
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Our next few examples are minimally-non-commutative having to do first with the Heisenberg algebra H and then with the unique non-commutative 2D Lie algebra a. But first,
mot:PBW

Convention 2.19. In support of the PBW principle (Motivation 2.1) we will often consider
both commutative and non-commutative algebras generated by the same set of generators.
In such cases we will use ordinary italics for the generators regarded within commutative
algebras, yet boldface letters for the same generators regarded within non-commutative
algebras. The following definition is an example.
Definition 2.20. Let H denote the Heisenberg algebra, the free associative algebra with
generators p and x modulo the “canonical commutation relation” rp, xs “ 1. The “p before
x” PBW ordering map (or “normal ordering”, as physicists would call it) O : Qrp, xs Ñ H
defined by pm xn ÞÑ pm xn is a vector space isomorphism of a (commutative) polynomial
algebra with the (non-commutative) algebra H.
exa:Heis

Example 2.21. Let hm be the multiplication map of H, turned into a map between polynomial rings by using O to identify H with Qrp, xs; namely, let hmij
k be the composition
mij

Oi bOj

O´1

k
k
Ñ Hk ÝÝÝ
Ñ Qrpk , xk s,
Qrpi , xi , pj , xj s ÝÝÝÝÑ Hi b Hj ÝÝÝ

where m : H b H Ñ H is the (non-commutative) multiplication map of H. Then
´ξi πj `pπi `πj qpk `pξi `ξj qxk
Gphmij
,
kq “ e

(a Gaussian!),

(7)

eq:Ghm

for indeed, using the Weyl form of the canonical commutation relation,
eξx eπp “ e´ξπ eπp eξx

conv:GreekCompletion

(in HJπ, ξK; see Convention 2.12),

(8)

we have
πi pi `ξi xi `πj pj `ξj xj
´1
πi pi ξi xi πj pj ξj xj
´1
Gphmij
Oi b Oj mij
e e
e
mij
kq “ e
k Ok “ e
k Ok
´ξi πj pπi `πj qpk pξi `ξj qxk
´ξi πj `pπi `πj qpk `pξi `ξj qxk
“ eπi pk eξi xk eπj pk eξj xk O´1
e
e
O´1
.
k “ e
k “ e

exa:m

pπi `πj qpk `pξi `ξj qxk
, so the only “contribution” of the
Note that as in Example 2.14, gpmij
kq “ e
eq:Ghm
non-commutativity of hm is the term ´ξi πj in (7).

Our last example for this section is split between a definition, a proposition, two proofs,
and a discussion.
def:am

Definition 2.22. Let  be a parameter, let a be the 2D Lie algebra with generators a and
x and relation ra, xs “ x, and let A “ Upa q be the universal enveloping algebra of a . Let
O : Qra, xs Ñ A be the “a before x” ordering map given by am xn ÞÑ am xn (by PBW, it is a
vector space isomorphism). Let amij
;k be the composition
Oi bOj

mij
;k

O´1

k
Qrai , xi , aj , xj s ÝÝÝÝÑ A;i b A;j ÝÝÝÑ A;k ÝÝÝ
Ñ Qrak , xk s,

where mij
;k is the multiplication map of A .
prop:am

Proposition 2.23.
¯
nearly Gaussian,
disc:gam
see Discussion 2.24
eq:Weyl
Proof 1. We first need a Weyl-style exponentiated relation (cf. (8)). Start with xa “ pa´qx,8
n
iterate to get xan “ pa ´ qn x, sum over n with coefficients αn! to get xeαa “ eαpa´q x “
`
˘
´αj
Gpamij
ξi ` ξj qxk
;k q “ exp pαi ` αj qak ` pe

´

eq:Weyl
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eαa e´α x, iterate again to get xn eαa “ eαa pe´α qn xn , and sum again with coefficients
´α
get the exponentiated relation eξx eαa “ eαa ee ξx .

ξn
n!

to

exa:Heis

Now proceed as in Example 2.21:

αi ai ξi xi αj aj ξj xj
´1
αi ai `ξi xi `αj aj `ξj xj
´1
e e
e
mij
Gpamij
Oi b Oj mij
;k q “ e
;k Ok
;k Ok “ e

(key)

“ epαi `αj qak epe
“ eαi ak eξi xk eαj ak eξj xk O´1
k

´α ξ `ξ qx
i
j
k

pαi `αj qak `pe
O´1
k “ e

´α ξ `ξ qx
i
j k

. (9)
l

eq:GamMain
(9), eαi a eξi x eαj a eξj x

pe´α ξi `ξj qx

“ˆepαi `α˙j qa e
.
 0
Let ρ be the 2-dimensional representation of a given by ρpaq “
and ρpxq “
0
0
ˆ
˙
0 1
. The represenattion ρ is faithful on a so it extends to a faithful representation
0 0
of group-like elements in (the Greek-letter completion of) A 9, so it is enough to prove that
´α
ρpxq
eαi ρpaq eξi ρpxq eαj ρpaq eξjSelf
“ epαi `αj qρpaq epe ξi `ξj qρpxq . This we do by brute force matrix exponentiation (see also [BDV, Gam.nb]):
Proof 2. We reprove the key equality of Equation

ρa = 

ϵ 0
0 1
; ρx = 
; exp = MatrixExp;
0 0
0 0

Simplify exp[αi ρa].exp[ξi ρx].exp[αj ρa].exp[ξj ρx] 
exp[(αi + αj ) ρa].exp
True
disc:gam

-ϵ αj

ξi + ξj  ρx 

l

´αj
Discussion 2.24. The exponent of Gpamij
)
;k q in itself has an exponential term in it (e
ij
hence Gpam;k q is not a Gaussian in tαi , αj , ξi , ξj , ak , xk u, and hence some of the techniques
that we introduce in later sections, to compose Gaussian generating functions, appear to
break. We have two waysprop:am
around this, we need both of them below, and in fact, one reason
we included Proposition 2.23 is to forewarn that these two ways are needed:
(1) If  is considered as “small” we can expand relative to  and find
˜
¸
ÿ p´qm αjm
ij
ξi xk .
Gpam;k q “ exp pαi ` αj qak ` pξi ` ξj qxk `
m!
mě1

This is a prime example of a “perturbed Gaussian”, and the lesson to take is that we
will need to look beyond Gaussians and at perturbation theory.
(2) Even if  “ 1, Gpamij
k q is a Gaussian in the variables tξi , ξj , xk u if the variables
tαi , αj , ak u are held fixed, so contractions involving ξ’s and x’s create no problems.
As for contractions of α’a and a’s, Gpamij
k q is nearly Gaussian in tαi , αj , ak u for
fixed tξi , ξj , xk u: the offending term is the term e´αj ξi xk . That term is a manageable
perturbation. It is a bit hard to summarize what ssec:PDE
“manageable” means beyond saying
“whatever is subject to the techniques of Section 2.5”. Yet in short, the manageability
foot:ncont

foot:ContHom
In continuation of Footnote 4: We have just shown that ampx b an q “ pa ´ qn x “ p´qn x ` higher powers.
n
n
But x b a Ñ 0 while p´q x Û 0, so am is not continuous.
9That’s an algebraic version of the fact that faithful representations of a Lie algebra are also faithful on a
neighborhood of the identity element of the corresponding Lie group.
8

eq:GamMain
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here stems from the fact that the quadratic term pαi ` αj qak is “bipartite”, involving
only αa terms but no αα’s or aa’s, while the perturbation term e´αj ξi xk involves
only variables from one side of the partition: only the α’s.
The lesson to take is that sometimes we will need to use Gaussian techniques twice,
relative to to different sets of variables, while holding the variables from the other
set fixed.
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mot:PBW

2.3. Gaussian
Differential Operators. In the examples we care about (see Motivation 2.1
ssec:realistic
and Section 2.2) the generating functions turn out to be perturbed Gaussians, whose perturbations are in some sense “docile”10. Hence we seek to define a category DPG of docile
perturbed Gaussian
generating functions, with “differential operator” compositions as in
prop"LMcomposition
Proposition ??. We start with the unperturbed version, GDO:
def:GDO

Definition 2.25. GDO is the category with objects finite sets and, if A and B are finite,
with morpA Ñ Bq the set of “Gaussians in ζA Y zB ”:
(
morpA Ñ Bq “ ωeQ ,
where ω P Q~ is a scalar and where Q is a “small” quadratic expression in ζA Y zB with
coefficients in Q~ . To define “small” and the composition law, we decompose quadratics in
ζA Y zB into a Greek-Latin part E, and Greek-Greek part F , and a Latin-Latin part G:
ÿ
1 ÿ
1 ÿ
Fij ζi ζj `
Gij zi zj .
Q“
Eij ζi zj `
2
2
i,jPA
i,jPB
iPA,jPB
With this, “small” means that G must be a multiple of ~.11 Also, we define the composition
of ω1 eQ1 P morpA Ñ Bq and ω2 eQ2 to be ωeQ , with
E “ E1 pI ´ F2 G1 q´1 E2 ,

F “ F1 ` E1 F2 pI ´ G1 F2 q´1 E1T ,

G “ G2 ` E2T G1 pI ´ F2 G1 q´1 E2 , ω “ ω1 ω2 detpI ´ F2 G1 q´1{2 ,

(10)

eq:gdocomposit

where pE, F, Gq and pEi , Fi , Gi q are the Greco-Roman decompositions of Q and of Qi as
def:GDO
above. Finally, the identity morphism in morpA Ñ Aq is declared to be eζA ¨zA .
2.25
def:GDO

com:QGood

thm:GDO

Comment 2.26. The formulas in Definition 2.25 may appear unfriendly. But appearances
are deceiving. Note that the rank of the space of quadratics in a certain set of variables is
in itself quadratic in the number of variables, and quadratics grow very slowly relative to
exponentials. Hence the storage and time requirements to store and compute with elements
of GDO are much milder than those for many other computations in quantum algebra,
which tend to be exponential.
Theorem 2.27. (i) GDO is indeed a category (the composition law is associative, the identity morphisms are identity morphisms).
eq:gdocompositions
eq:LMcomposition
(ii) The explicit composition law of (10) agrees with the “differential operator” one of (3).

Proof. Part (i) can be verified by explicit matrix computations. It can also be implemented
app:GDOComposition
and tested, and seeing that we are committed to computability, we do that in eq:LMcomposition
Appendix 6.1.
Finally, part (i) follows from part (ii) and the fact that the composition law of (3) is obviously
associative. Hence we concentrate on proving (ii). We do it in two ways: pictorial, right
pf:GDO:algebraic
below, for those who are familiar with diagrammatic algebra, and pure algebraic, on page ??.
l
10Or

perhaps, we care about those examples precisely because their generating functions are docile perturbed
Gaussians.
11The formulas below make sense either if the G terms are always small or if the F terms are always small.
Mostly, in the applications G will be small and so we made the condition “G is small” be a part of the
definition of GDO. Rarely we will encounter cases where F is small but G isn’t. See Discussion ??.

DRAFT! See http://drorbn.net/DPG/
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thm:GDO

Pictorial proof of Theorem 2.27, (ii). This proof assumes familiarity with A
ω
B
the kind of diagrammatics that occurs with Feynman diagrams in quantum
E
field theory
and/or
with
exponentials
of
connected
diagrams
as
they
occur
Bar-NatanGaroufalidisRozanskyThurston:Aarhus
Q
in, say, [BGRT]. Pictorially, we view morphisms in morGDO pA Ñ Bq as in
the picture on the right: we put the Greek input variables corresponding to
F
G
A on the left, the Latin output variable corresponding to B on the right, greek
latin
we indicate the scalar coefficient ω at the top, and we use the bulk of the
picture to indicate Q and its Greco-Roman decomposition, with an obvious “Greek facing”
placement of F , “Latin facing” placement of G, and “across the divide” placement of E.
Note that Q is exponentiated and that exponentials are “reservoirs of multiple copies” ex “
1 ` x ` xx{2 ` xxx{6 ` . . .. We emphasize this by drawing E, F , and G as having multiple
shadows.
eq:LMcomposition
With this language, a composition as in (3) of a A ω1
B B
ω2
C
A
ω
C
pair of morphisms as on the right is interpreted as
E1
E2
E
“sum over all possible contractions of Latin-side
“
Q1
Q2
Q
ends in eQ1 with Greek-side ends in eQ2 (provided
their labels, which are elements of B, agree)”.
F
G
F1
G1
F2
G2
Thus to figure out, say, the E part of the output, greek
latin
latin greek
latin greek
we need to figure out all the ways to travel from
A to C across the composition of eQ1 and eQ2 by carrying out such contractions.
The most obvious way to travel across is the
E1
E2
direct route: contract E1 with E2 . This contributes a term proportional to E1 E2 to the out`
`
` ¨¨¨
put E. Another possibility is to travel along E1 , E1
F2
then F2 , then G1 , then E2 , producing a term proG1
portional to E1 F2 G1 E2 . Another possibility is to
E2
take the F2 G1 detour twice, producing a term
proportional to E1 pF2 G1 q2 E2 . In general, and with proper accounting of the combinatorial
factors (it turns out that all proportionality factors are 1), we get
8
ÿ
E1 pF2 G1 qr E2 “ E1 pI ´ F2 G1 q´1 E2 ,
E“
r“0

where the last equality was obtained by summing a geometric
series, and where convergence
def:GDO
is assured by the “smallness” condition on G in Definition 2.25.
Similar reasonings justify the formulas for F and for G.
Yet there is one further contribution to eQ1 eQ2 , coming from closed F2 G1 cycles
as on the right (but of an`arbitrary
is a scalar that
˘ This contribution
ř8 1 length rr).
1
modifies ω1 ω2 , and it is exp
trpF
G
q
“
expp´
tr
logp1´F
2 1
2 G1 qq “ detp1´
r“1 2r
2
eq:gdocompositions
´1{2
F2 G1 q
, justifying the last part of Equation (10). Note that in the last formula we
used the familiar quantum field theory dictum to “divide each diagram by the order
of its symmetry group” to get the 1{2r factor, and that throughout the proof we regarded
only connected diagrams and exponentiated the result, as per the dictum “the logarithm of
the partition function is generated by connected diagrams”.
pictorial
MORE. Add a section about piggyback Gaussians.
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ssec:baby

2.4. A Baby DPG and the Statement of the main DPG Theorem. In this section we
introduce a “baby” version of DPG, in which the most interesting features of the “mature”
versions are present, yet some inconveniences regarding weights are censored.
def:DoPeGDO

Definition 2.28. Let Ω be some ring of “scalars” and let  be a formal parameter. Like
GDO, let DPGb be the category with objects finite sets and, if A and B are finite, with
morpA Ñ Bq the set of “docile perturbed Gaussians in ζA Y zB ”:
(
morpA Ñ Bq “ ωeQ`P ,
def:GDO

where ω and Q are -independent
ř and otherwise as in Definition 2.25, and where P is a
power series in  of the form P “ kě1 P pkq k and where each P pkq is a polynomial in ζA Y zB
satisfying the “docility condition”:
deg P pkq ď 2k ` 2.
eq:LMcomposition

The composition law of DPGb is “be compatible with (3)” (so this definitionssec:PDE
becomes
def:DoPeGDO
complete only following the discussion of Feynman diagrams below, or in Section 2.5). 2.28
Comment 2.29. If we mod out by k0 `1 for some k0 ě 0, or in other words, restrict
our attention to DPGb “up to k0 ”, then the rank com:QGood
of the space of docile polynomials is
polynomial in the number of variables (cf. Comment 2.26). Hence storing and manipulating
docile polynomials has a chance of being computationally cheap; later we will see that this
is indeed the case.
We now seek to understand compositions. With the same diagrammatic language as
before, we seek to determine ω, Q “ pE, F, Gq and P , so that the following would hold,
where composition is “all possible contractions”:
A

ω1

B

B

ω2

E1

E2

Q1

Q2

F1

G1

F2

P1
greek

C

A

ω
E

Q
G2

“

F

greek

(11)

G
P

P2
latin

C

latin

greek

latin

Looking only at the -independent
part, it is clear that the composition law for ω and for Q
eq:gdocompositions
is theřsame as for GDO (10) (so DPG is an “extension” of GDO). We just have to find
P “ kě1 P pkq k as a function of Q1,2 and P1,2 .
Well, P pkq must get k factors of  and it can only get them from P1 and P2 . So P pkq is
a sum of diagrams that have at most k vertices12. These vertices can be connected to each
other (including self-connections), or to the outside, either directly, or by travelling along
E1,2 lines, or by travelling along F2 G1 or G1 F2 cycles as before. The latter cycles produce
geometric series that sum to either pI ´ F2 G1 q´1 or pI ´ G1 F2 q´1 . We arrive at the following
theorem, which
we state in a slightly informal manner as a more rigorous treatment follows
ssec:PDE
in Section 2.5:
12Less

l ě 2.

plq

than k if a single vertex brings along more than one factor of . Namely, if it comes from P1,2 , where

eq:DoPeGDOComp

DRAFT! See http://drorbn.net/DPG/
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eq:DoPeGDOCompositions

Theorem 2.30. In a composition as in (11) the term P pkq in P is the
sum of all connected Feynman diagrams as on the right, each divided
by the order of its automorphism group, and in which the vertices are
determined by P1 and P2 and in which there are five types of propagators (all sampled on the right):
(1) A P1 -to-P2 propagator which equals pI ´ F2 G1 q´1 .
(2) A P1 -to-P1 propagator which equals pI ´ F2 G1 q´1 F2 .
(3) A P2 -to-P2 propagator which equals G1 pI ´ G1 F2 q´1 .
(4) A Greek-to-P2 propagator which equals E1 pI ´ F2 G1 q´1 .
(5) A P1 -to-Latin propagator which equals pI ´ F2 G1 q´1 E2 .

p1q

p1q

P1

P2

1
2

p1q

P1

4

3
p1q

P2
5

The figure here depicts a contribution to P p4q . In general the valencies of vertices may be
higher and self-contractions of two edges coming out of the same vertex are allowed.
l
def:DoPeGDO

Proposition 2.31. DPGb , as defined in Definition 2.28 and with composition
as in the
eq:DoPeGDOCompositions
above theorem, is indeed a category. Namely, with notation as in Equation (11) and with P
as in the theorem, if P1 and P2 are docile then so is P .
Proof. Consider a diagram contributing to P that has m vertices v1 , . . . , vm . Each vi comes
from either P1 or P2 and brings along some
ř power ki of , so the diagram overall contributes
a term T in which the power of  is k “ m
i“1 ki . We need to show that the degree of T in
the Greek and Latin variables satisfies deg T ď 2k ` 2. Indeed, by the docility of P1 and P2
each vi contributes at most 2ki ` 2 to that degree. Also, the diagram is connected13 so it
has at least m ´ 1 edges, and
ř each one contracts to variables, so each one reduces the overall
l
degree by 2. So deg T ď p m
i“1 2ki ` 2q ´ 2pm ´ 1q “ 2k ` 2.
MORE. Add a “formula” version and a demo.
The full DPG category needed in this paper is merely a “garnished” version of DPGb ,
in which every variable has a “weight”, and some weight restriction apply. We now turn to
its formal definition, which we give in a slightly informal manner.
Context 2.32. Let n ą 0 be a positive integer, and let us work in some universe of Latin
and Greek variables in which every variable z (or ζ) has a weight wtpzq (or wtpζq) with
0 ď wtpzq, wtpζq ď n, so that if z and ζ are dual then wtpzq ` wtpζq “ n. Every monomial
in our universe now has a weight, the sum of the weights of all the variables appearing in it,
counted with multiplicity. The variables ~ and  are special and do not carry a weight.
sec:Everything

Example 2.33. In the main context of this paper, that of Section 4, we will have variables
yi , bi , ai , and xi (where i can run in some sets of labels), and their duals ηi , βi , αi , and ξi ,
with weights wtpyi , bi , ai , xi q “ p1, 0, 2, 1q and wtpηi , βi , αi , ξi q “ p1, 2, 0, 1q. In this context,
3 1 7
wtpα362 a81 y41
~  q “ 62 ¨ 0 ` 8 ¨ 2 ` 3 ¨ 1 ` 1 ¨ 0 ` 7 ¨ 0 “ 19.
ř
Definition 2.34. A power series D “ Dpkq k is called “docile” if for every k every monomial appearing in Dpkq has weight less than npk ` 1q (with a slight imprecision, this is
wtpDpkq q ď npk ` 1q). The same D is called “G-docile” if it is docile and in addition the
following “Condition Gn0 ” holds:
13Da

liegt der Hund begraben. Had we used ωeQ P instead of ωeQ`P for the morphisms of DPG we’d

DRAFT! See http://drorbn.net/DPG/
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Condition Gn0 . For any weight-n variable z, Bz Dp0q is affine-linear in the
weight-0 variables.
Comment 2.35. Note that if D is docile then wtpDp0q q ď n so if also wtpzq “ n, then
wtpBz Dp0q q “ 0.
Possible improvement: DPG are things which are -weight-docile, ~-Latin-docile, and
have no Greek-only pairs. Can the last condition also be phrased as a docility condition?
MORE: State up front a full EDDO/DPG theorem.
The diagrammatic discussion
of this section can be continued and extended to the full
ssec:FullDPG
2.6 but we prefer the more solid grounds of pure algebra as in
DPGn category of Section
ssec:PDE
the next section, Section 2.5.

have had no connectedness here and the docility bound would have been deg P pkq ď 4k, leading to slower
computations.

DRAFT! See http://drorbn.net/DPG/
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ssec:PDE

2.5. Algebra by means of Partial Differential Equations. Much as we love intuitive
graphical reasonings such as in the previous sections,
we also like the more solid grounds of
ssec:GDOssec:baby
algebra. Hence we repeat the content of Sections 2.3 and 2.4 in a purely algebraic language
(as it turns out, it is the language of partial differential equations, though they are only used
with power series, and hence
we remain in pure algebra).
com:DoubleContraction
Recall from Comment 2.8 that in order
ř to compute ˇcompositions of generating functions
we need to evaluate contractions like e Bzb Bζb pL ¨ Mqˇz “ζ “0 . This inspires the following
b
b
slightly more general definition:
Definition 2.36. Let B be a finite set, let F be a B ˆ B matrix, and let E be a power
series in variables that include the variable zB . Set the “partial contraction” and the “full
contraction” of E using F to be
1

rF : EsB :“ e 2

ř
i,jPB

Fij Bzi Bzj

E

and xF : EyB :“ rF : EsB |zB Ñ0 .

Note 2.37. To ensure convergence one must assume some “smallness” condition on either
F or E. We defer this to a later point.
eq:DoubleContraction

Note 2.38. In the above definition, E replaces the product
L ¨ M of (5), we restrict to
a
eq:DoubleContraction
eq:DoubleContracti
single “type” of variables zB instead of the zBˆY ζB ˙
of (5) (so B here is “twice” the B of (5)),
eq:DoubleContraction
0 I
and instead of a pairing matrix of the form
as in (5), we allow a general matrix F .
I 0
This will become beneficial soon.
Note 2.39. The computations of rF : ¨sB and of xF : ¨yB are equivalent
by “soft” Eˇ
means:
A
ˇ
,
rF : ¨sB clearly determines xF : ¨yB , and we also have rF : EsB “ F : E|zb Ñzb `z1 ˇ 1
b

zB1

zb Ñzb

eq:DoubleContract

where
is a new set of variables indexed by B. The full contraction xF : ¨yB is used in (5),
yet the partial contraction rF : ¨sB is easier to manipulate as below.

Let λ be a formal variable and let Zλ :“ rλF : EsB . Then Zλ (and hence all we care about
in this section) is determined by the following initial value problem, a heat equation:
1 ÿ
(12)
Z0 “ E
and
Bλ Zλ “
Fij Bzi zj Zλ .
2 i,jPB

eq:heat

Yet we like to write generating functions as exponentials14, and hence the following proposition:
eq:heat

Proposition 2.40. With E “ log E and Zλ “ log Zλ Equation (12) becomes
`
˘
1 ÿ
Z0 “ E
and
Bλ Zλ “
Fij Bzi zj Zλ ` pBzi Zλ qpBzj Zλ q .
2 i,jPB
eq:heat

Proof. Simply substitute Zλ “ eZλ into (12) and carry out the differentiations.

(13)
l

eq:sythesis

A sometimes-useful alternative to (13) is to allow F to be implicitly dependent on λ in
an arbitrary (differentiable) manner with the condition F |λ“0 “ 0 and to suppress the λ
14The

equations become non-linear, but as we will see later, their solutions lie in smaller spaces, allowing
for more efficient manipulations.

eq:sythesis

DRAFT! See http://drorbn.net/DPG/
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subscript in Zλ . The resulting equation is
Z|λ“0 “ E

and

Bλ Z “

`
˘
1 ÿ
pBλ Fij q Bzi zj Z ` pBzi ZqpBzj Zq .
2 i,jPB

eq:sythesis

eq:sythesis

(13’)

eq:sythesis

We call Equation (13) (and its variant Equation (13’)) “the synthesis equation”, as it
governs how the “vertices” in E merge and contract to synthesize larger and larger connected
diagrams, as in the interpretation below.15

masterequation

Interpretation 2.41. For the initiated, we cannot
resist including
eq:sythesis
: E
a Feynman-diagram interpretation of Equation (13). With E “the
: λF
vertices” and F “the contraction tensor” (roughly, “the propagator”), Zλ “ xλF : eE y is the sum of all Feynman diagrams that
separating λF
can be made with vertices in E and contractions as dictated by F ,
non-separating λF
with each contraction multiplied by an additional factor of λ. Then
Zλ “ log Zλ is the same, except restricting to connected Feynman diagrams. And then Bλ Zλ
picks out one contraction in Zλ . If it is “separating”, it contributes an F -weighted product
of two connected diagrams — the term pBzi Zλ qpBzj Zλ q. If it not separating, it can be seen
int:masterequation
to contribute the Bzi zj Zλ term. See the picture on the right.
2.41
A
E
ř
@
D
1 ř
and
Lemma 1. F : E e iPB yi zi B “ e 2 i,jPB Fij yi yj F : E|zB ÑzB `F yB
B

“

ř

F: Ee

iPB

yi z i

‰
B

1

“ e2

ř

ř
i,jPB Fij yi yj ` iPB yi zi

”
ı
F : E|zB ÑzB `F yB

“e

1
2

ř

i,jPB Fij yi yj `

ř
iPB

B
yi z i

´

¯
rF : EsB |zB ÑzB `F yB .

Lemma 2. With convergences left to the reader,
A
E
@
D
1 ř
F : E e 2 i,jPB Gij zi zj
“ detp1 ´ GF q´1{2 F p1 ´ GF q´1 : E B ,
B

and
”
ı
1 ř
1 ř
´1
Gij zi zj
i,jPB
2
F: Ee
“ detp1 ´ GF q´1{2 e 2 i,jPB pGpI´F Gq qij zi zj
B
`“
‰ ˘
¨ F p1 ´ GF q´1 : E B z
eF {2

y
y
y

eF {2

E
Lemma 1

ssec:FullDPG

B ÑpI´F Gq

´1 z

.
B

eG{2
E

Lemma 2

MORE.
2.6. Full DPG. MORE.

foot:Burger

eq:sythesis
Pugh told eq:heat
us that Equation (13) is a variant of “Burger’s equation”, and that it’s relationship with the
heat equation (12) is a variant of the “Cole-Hopf transformation”.
15M.
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, CU , and QU
3. sl2`
sec:U

For a minimalistic reading of this paper it is enough to know the definitions and some basic

and its associated associative algebras CU , and QU . Hence
propeties of the Lie algebra sl2`
we start this section by declaring these algebras
by fiat and listing
some of their properties,
ssec:UProofs
ssec:UMotivation
postponing some of their proofs to Section 3.3. In Section 3.2 we explain the motivation

behind sl2`
and find that it sec:everything
extends to arbitrary semi-simple Lie algebras.

In anticipation of Section ??, in which we show that everything that matters around sl2`
is DPG, we emphasize the first occurrence of every object in this section that is later shown
to be DPG with a lollipop symbol . Within the context of the current section the lollipops
are purely motivational.
3.1. Definitions and Basic Properties. Our ground ring throughout this section is Qrs,
the ring of polynomials with rational coefficients over a formal parameter . Quantum algebra
people should note that  is distinct from ~.

be the Lie algebra Lxy, b, a, xy with generators ty, b, a, xu and with
Definition 3.1. Let sl2`
commutation relations

ra, xs “ x,

rb, ys “ ´y,

ra, bs “ 0,

ra, ys “ ´y,

rb, xs “ x,

rx, ys “ b ` a. (14)

eq:slepsrelati


Remark 3.2. It is easy to verify that t :“ b ´ a is central in sl2`
, and that if  is invertible16


then sl2` splits as a direct sum: sl2` – sl2 ‘xty, explaining its name. (Though we will mostly
care about the vicinity of  “ 0, and at  “ 017 our algebra is not a direct sum).


. Namely, CU
q be the universal enveloping algebra of sl2`
Definition 3.3. Let CU :“ Upsl2`
is the associative
algebra Axy, b, a, xy generated by the same ty, b, a, xu, subject to the same
eq:slepsrelations
relations as in (14). We denote the multiplication map of CU with c m : CU b CU Ñ CU (or,
conv:id
exa:m
with the language of Convention 2.13 and Example 2.14, with c mij
k : CUi b CUj Ñ CUk ) .
CU is a Hopf algebra in the standard way; namely, with its given associative algebra structure
and with unit c η : Q Ñ CU , counit c ε : CU Ñ Q18 , antipode c S : CU Ñ CU , and
coproduct c ∆ : CU Ñ CU b CU given as follows:
c
c

ηpλq “ λ ¨ 1,

εp1, y, b, a, xq “ p1, 0, 0, 0, 0q,
c
c

Spy, b, a, xq “ p´y, ´b, ´a, ´xq,

(15)

eq:CUDef

(16)

eq:CUDefId

∆py, b, a, xq “ py b 1 ` 1 b y, b b 1 ` 1 b b, a b 1 ` 1 b a, x b 1 ` 1 b xq.
conv:id

eq:CUDef

With the language of Convention 2.13, Equations (15) become:
c

c

η i : Q Ñ CU btiu ,

c i

ε : CU btiu Ñ Q,

c

S i :“ c S ii : CU btiu Ñ CU btiu ,

c

∆ijk : CU btiu Ñ CU btj,ku ,

16E.g.,

η i pλq “ λ ¨ 1i ,

c i

ε p1i , yi , bi , ai , xi q “ p1, 0, 0, 0, 0q,
c
c

S i pyi , bi , ai , xi q “ p´yi , ´bi , ´ai , ´xi q,

∆ijk pyi , bi , ai , xi q “ pyj ` yk , bj ` bk , aj ` ak , xj ` xk q.



if the ring of scalars is extended to Qpq via sl2`
ÞÑ Qpq bQrs sl2`
.


at  “ 0 P Q makes sense via sl2` ÞÑ pQrs{p ´ 0 qq bQrs sl2`
, a Lie algebra over Q.
18We use \epsilon () for a perturbation parameter and \varepsilon (ε) for counits. There’s rarely a
reason for confusion.

17Evaluation

DRAFT! See http://drorbn.net/DPG/
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Definition 3.4. Let QU , a “quantization” of CU , be the associative algebra Axy, b, a, xyJ~K
over the ring QJ~K modulo to the relations
1 ´ AB
,
~
where q :“ e~ , A :“ e´~a , and B :“ e´~b . We denote the multiplication map of QU with
q
m : QU b QU Ñ QU . We also set
ra, xs “ x,

rb, ys “ ´y,

q

ra, bs “ 0,

ra, ys “ ´y,

rb, xs “ x,

xy ´ qyx “

η i pλq “ λ ¨ 1i

,

q i

ε p1i , yi , bi , ai , xi q “ p1, 0, 0, 0, 0q
q
q

,

S i pyi , bi , ai , xi q “ p´Bi´1 yi , ´bi , ´ai , ´A´1
i xi q

(17)

,

∆ijk pyi , bi , ai , xi q “ pyj ` Bj yk , bj ` bk , aj ` ak , xj ` Aj xk q

.

The following claim can be verified easily by explicit computations:
Claim 3.5. With the above operations and relative to the ~-adic topology, QU is a complete
topological 19 Hopf algebra over the ring QrsJ~K.
l

def:R

Definition 3.6. Let R be the element of QU b QU 20 given by the following formula:
ÿ y n bm p~aj qm p~xj qn
ÿ y n bm b p~aqm p~xqn
i i
, alternatively Rij “
P Bi b Aj ,
R“
m!rns
!
m!rnsq !
q
m,ně0
m,ně0
where rnsq ! :“ r1sq r2sq ¨ ¨ ¨ rnsq and rksq :“

q k ´1
q´1

“ 1 ` q ` q 2 ` . . . ` q k´1 (recall that q “ e~ ).

ssec:UProofs

prop:R

Proposition 3.7 (proof in Section 3.3). R is an R-matrix. Namely, it has the following
properties: (This algebra section can be self contained, yet when we can, we can’t resist
including knot-theoretic interpretations, prefixed with “KT”. Pure algebraists can ignore.)
R13
R12

q

q

∆112 “ pR14 R23 q
∆223 “ pR12 R43 q

q

q

m34
3
m14
1

KT:
KT:

“

∆112
1

3

1

2

∆223

“
1

2

3

“

1

4
m34
3
2

3

1

2 m14
1

4

3

“
1

2

3

3
3
q 1
q 24
q 14 q 23
pq ∆112 R34 q pq m13
1 m2 q “ pR12 ∆34 q p m1 m2 q

pR12 R63 R45 p

q 24 q 35
m16
1 m2 m3 q

q

“ pR23 R14 R56 q p

4

KT:

q 26 q 34
m15
1 m2 m3 q

KT:

2

1

4

1
19Most

∆134

“
1
1 ∆12 1

q

4
1

2

5

6

4

5

6

“
2

3

1

2

3

people can safely ignore the “topological” language: it just means that everything can be a power
series in ~, and only reasonable things are done to such series.
20Tensor products are completed relative to the ~-adic topology with no further mention.

eq:QUDefId
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We have finished listing the atomic pieces we need for the purpose of knot theory. Yet
these pieces in themselves are assembled from even lower level pieces — perhaps “quarks” prop:R
—
and we need to introduce those
as they are necessary for both the proof of Proposition 3.7
sec:Everything
and for the proofs in Section 4 that all the lollipopped items above are indeed in DPG. Here
we go:
def:A

Definition 3.8. Let a be the 2-dimensional Lie algebra Lxa, xy{ra, xs “ xq and let A :“
UpaqJ~K be the ~-adic completed universal enveloping algebra of the two dimensional
Lie
def:QU
algebra with generators a and x and with the same bracket as in Definition 3.4. We turn
A into a complete topological Hopf algebra with the obvious definitions for a m, a ε, and a η
eq:QUDefId
(all ), and with the definitions for a S and a ∆ (both ) induced from (17). Namely,
a
a

S i pai , xi q “ p´ai , ´A´1
i xi q,

(18)

∆ijk pai , xi q “ paj ` ak , xj ` Aj xk q.

eq:ADefId

Let A1 be the subalgebra of A generated by ~a and by ~x21. It is easy to check that A1 is a
sub-Hopf-algebra of A.

def:B

Definition 3.9. Similarly let B :“ UpLxy, by{rb, ys “ ´yqJ~K be the ~-adic completed universal enveloping algebra of the two dimensional
Lie algebra with generators y and b and
def:QU
with the same bracket as in Definition 3.4. We turn B into a complete topological Hopf
algebra with the obvious definitions for b m, b ε, and b η (all ), with b S taken to be the
inverse of q S (but only on y and b) and with b ∆ taken to be the opposite of q ∆ (but only
on y and b). Namely,
b
S i pyi , bi q “ p´yi Bi´1 , ´bi q,
(19)
b i
∆jk pyi , bi q “ pBk yj ` yk , bj ` bk q.
Clearly, R P B b A1 . We claim that it has an inverse, a pairing Π P pA1 q˚ b B˚

:

Proposition 3.10. There is a unique pairing Π P pA1 q˚ b B˚ satisfying
Bi
Rij
jk

Rij Π

“

σik ,

Bi

A1j

FD:

“
Πjk

σik
Bk

Bk

where σik : Bk Ñ Bi
is the identity map (more preciely, the factor renaming map) and
where “FD” stands for “Flow Diagram(s)”,
a rather standard graphical language for repreEtingofSchiffman:QuantumGroups
senting compositions of tensors (e.g. [ES, Lecture 12]) which nevertheless seems not to have
a standard name.
defined on the generators by
Πx~a, by “ Πx~x, yy “ 1,

Πx~a, yy “ Πx~x, by “ 0,

MORE.
MORE.
21Elements

of A are infinite series

ř

wn ~n where wn P Upaq. Elements of A1 are such series in which each

eq:BDefId

DRAFT! See http://drorbn.net/DPG/
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ec:UMotivation

3.2. Motivation for sl2`
, CU , and QU . MORE.
ssec:UProofs

3.3. Proofs. MORE.

wn is a (non-commutative)
polynomial in a and x of degree at most n. So using language similar to the
sec:DoPeGDO
language of Section 2, A1 is the “docile” subspace of A.
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sec:Everything

MORE.
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MORE.
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6. Computational Appendices
We believe in implementing as much as possible. Actually, we hardly believe ourselves
unless we implement.
Wolfram:Mathematica
All code in these appendices is written in Mathematica [Wo].
thm:GDO

DOCompositions

6.1. Computational Verification of Theorem 2.27, (i). We test that the composition
law of GDO is indeed associative, by defining it general and verifying associativity on
random (and hence likely generic) morphisms. First, we define the composition law of two
morphisms. The program first determines Ei , Fi , and Gi from Qi (i “ 1, 2) by taking
partial
eq:gdocompositions
derivatives, and then outputs the scalar
ω and quadratic Q, with equations (10) converted
Self
nearly literally into code (see also [BDV, GDOCompositions.nb]):
 A_→B_ [ω1_, Q1_] // B_→C_ [ω2_, Q2_] := Module{ζA, zC, E1, F1, G1, E2, F2, G2, I},
ζA = Table[ζi , {i, A}]; zC = Table[zi , {i, C}]; I = IdentityMatrix@Length@B;
E1 = Table∂ζi ,zj Q1, {i, A}, {j, B}; E2 = Table∂ζi ,zj Q2, {i, B}, {j, C};
F1 = Table∂ζi ,ζj Q1, {i, A}, {j, A}; F2 = Table∂ζi ,ζj Q2, {i, B}, {j, B};
G1 = Table∂zi ,zj Q1, {i, B}, {j, B}; G2 = Table∂zi ,zj Q2, {i, C}, {j, C};
Expand /@  A→C ω1 ω2 Det[I - F2.G1]-1/2 , ζA.E1.Inverse[I - F2.G1].E2.zC
+
1
2

1
2

ζA.F1 + E1.F2.Inverse[I - G1.F2].E1 .ζA +

zC.G2 + E2 .G1.Inverse[I - F2.G1].E2.zC 

Next we implement “random morphisms” (RM) by picking their quadratic parts to have
small random integer coefficients. We also set M1 , M2 , and M3 to be random morphisms in
morpt1, 2u Ñ t1, 2, 3uq, morpt1, 2, 3u Ñ t1, 2, 3uq, and morpt1, 2, 3u Ñ t1, 2uq, respectively:
R A_→B_ := Module[{vs = Table[ζi , {i, A}] ⋃ Table[zi , {i, B}]},
 A→B [1, Sum[RandomInteger[{-3, 3}] vi vj, {vi, vs}, {vj, vs}]]];
{M1 = R{1,2}→{1,2,3} , M2 = R{1,2,3}→{1,2,3} , M3 = R{1,2,3}→{1,2} } // Column
{1,2}→{1,2,3} 1, -z21 + 4 z1 z2 + z22 - z1 z3 - 2 z2 z3 +
2 z23 + 4 z1 ζ1 + 3 z2 ζ1 + 2 z3 ζ1 + 6 z1 ζ2 + z2 ζ2 + 5 z3 ζ2 - 2 ζ1 ζ2 - ζ22 
{1,2,3}→{1,2,3} 1, z1 z2 + 3 z22 - z1 z3 + 5 z2 z3 - z23 + 2 z1 ζ1 - 2 z2 ζ1 + ζ21 - 5 z1 ζ2 +
3 z2 ζ2 + 5 z3 ζ2 - 3 ζ1 ζ2 + 2 ζ22 - 5 z1 ζ3 - 2 z2 ζ3 - 4 z3 ζ3 - ζ1 ζ3 - 2 ζ2 ζ3 + ζ23 
{1,2,3}→{1,2} 1, -z21 + 4 z1 z2 - 3 z22 + 5 z1 ζ1 - z2 ζ1 +
2 ζ21 + 2 z1 ζ2 - 4 z2 ζ2 + 2 ζ1 ζ2 + ζ22 + 4 z1 ζ3 - z2 ζ3 + ζ1 ζ3 + 2 ζ23 

Just to get an appreciation of what compositions look like, we compute pM1 M2 q M3 :
(M1 // M2) // M3
{1,2}→{1,2} -

1
2

2 762 891 z2 ζ1
327 551

655 102
-

,-

6 526 189 z21
1 310 204

8 260 873 ζ21
2 620 408

-

+

4 887 535 z1 z2

73 313 z1 ζ2
93 586

655 102
-

-

3 883 913 z22

867 195 z2 ζ2
93 586

1 310 204
-

-

258 319 z1 ζ1

467 207 ζ1 ζ2
46 793

327 551
-

-

1 189 699 ζ22
187 172
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Finally, we verify that composition is associative:
((M1 // M2) // M3) ⩵ (M1 // (M2 // M3))
True

thm:GDO

The last True above is an in-practice proof of Theorem 2.27, (i).
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7. Scratch Work — will be removed before posting
7.1. An 8-dimensional DD Theorem, take 1. Suppose A “ Upaq and B “ Upbq are Hopf
algebras with their native products and with aS, a∆, bS, b∆, etc. Suppose x¨, ¨y : b b a Ñ Q
is a pairing such that:
‚ Compatibility of rsb and a∆ etc.
‚ Non degeneracy.
Then
(1) x¨, ¨y extends uniquely to a non-degenerate pairing B b A Ñ Q such that m and ∆ are
compatible.
(2) D “ B b A is a Hopf algebra with the DD formulas and A Ñ D and B Ñ D are Hopf
morphisms.
ř
(3) If bi and ai are dual bases of B and A relative to our pairing, then R “ bb ai satisfies
the quasi-triangularity axioms.
7.2. An 8-dimensional DD Theorem, take 2. Step 1. Everybody knows that if H is
a finite dimensional Hopf algebra then D “ H ˚ b is a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra, with R,
m, ∆, S given by the following formulas. . .
Step 2. If A and B are Hopf algebras over a ring Ω with a Hopf pairing P : A b B Ñ Ω
and R P B b A contracts P to the identity, the same conclusion holds for D “ B b A.
Step 3. Over Ω “ QJ~K let A “ UpaqJ~K, A1 “řx~ay Ă A, and B “ Upbq, with P : A1 bB Ñ Ω
be given by x~a, by “ x~x, yy “ 1, and let R “ m,n y n bm b p~aqm p~xqn {m!rnsq !. Then we’re
in the situation of Step 2, with A “ A1 and B “ B, and hence D1 “ BbA1 is a quasi-triangular
Hopf algebra.
Step 4. All the formulas extend Ω-linearly to D “ B b A and hence all identities hold
there too.
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7.3. A Naming Question. The following was posted on Facebook on May 10, 2021:
A naming question follows.
Physicists (and some mathematicians) know how
to integrate Gaussians multiplied by polynomials,
and they do it often, especially when they think
about “perturbation theory”.
There are two types of Gaussians: the “one type
T
of variables” kind, which looks like ex Ax , and
T
the “dual variables” kind, which looks
like ex By .
ş
T
With the first type, we study Rn dx ex Ax ppxq
where şp is a polynomial. With the second type we
T
study R2n dxdy ex By f px, yq, where f is a polynomial. But for the second type, the answer is 0
unless degx f “ degy f , so in fact we can extend
to the case where f is a polynomial in (say) x yet
is allowed to be a power series in y.
Question. What is the second type of Gaussians
called? “Polarized Gaussians”? “Bipartite Gaussians”? Is there a name for the fact that perturbations in the second case vanish if not balanced?
A name or a precedent for the (trivial) fact that f
can be a power series in one of its sets of variables?
Mathematicians, please don’t complain about
convergence. Add conditions if you must, or think
that I’m really imitating some QFT-like context
in which convergence is not an issue.
7.4. Iterated Gaussian Integration.
We wish to compute the formal p2m`nq-dimensional
ş
near-Gaussian integral Iαβξ “ eL da db dx, where
1
L “ λij ai bj ` q kl pbj qxk xl ` αi ai ` β i bi ` ξ k xk ,
2
and where i, j P m and k, l P n.
Method 1. First compute the ab-integral.
ˆ
˙ż
ż
`
˘
1 kl
L
ξ k xk
e da db “ e
exp
q pBβ j qxk xl
exp λij ai bj ` αi ai ` β i bi da db
2
ˆ
˙
ż
´
¯
`
˘
1 kl
ξ k xk
i j
ij
i1
j1
1
1
exp λ pai ` λii α qpbj ` λj j β q da db
“e
exp
q pBβ j qxk xl exp ´λij α β
2
ˆ
˙
`
˘
1 kl
´1 ξ k xk
“ detpλq e
exp
q pBβ j qxk xl exp ´λij αi β j
2
ˆ
˙
`
˘
1 kl
i
´1 ξ k xk
“ detpλq e
exp
q p´λij α qxk xl exp ´λij αi β j
2
ˆ
˙
`
˘
1 kl
´1
i j
i
k
q p´λij α qxk xl ` ξ xk
“ detpλq exp ´λij α β exp
2
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Seeking a Precedent — Two-Stage Gaussian Integration?
(Posted at https://mathoverflow.net/
questions/395934).
Sometimes, by iteration, linear algebra can be used to solve
non-linear equations. For example, consider the system
Ax “ a

Bpxqy “ bpxq,

where a is a vector with scalar entries, A is a matrix with
scalar entries, bpxq is a vector whose entries are functions
of x, and Bpxq is a matrix whose entries are functions of
x. This system can be solved by first solving Ax “ b, then
substituting the solution into the second equation By “ b,
and then solving the second equation. The system can also
be solved by first solving By “ b over the ring of functions
of x, and then solving the first equation.
Similarly, formal˚ Gaussian integration techniques can
sometimes be used iteratively to compute the exact integrals of non-Gaussian integrands. Here’s a 3D example in
the variables a, b, x; it is easy to raise this example to higher
dimensions by replacing scalars with vectors and matrices.
Let L “ λab ` 12 qpbqx2 ` αa ` βb ` ξx, where all the letters
represent scalars except for
ş qpbq which is a function of b.
We wish to compute I :“ eL da db dx. This is not a Gaussian integral because the qpbqx2 term is not quadratic in the
integration variables.
Yet first computing the ab integral we get
ż
ż
L
ξx qpBβ qx2 {2
Ipxq :“ e da db “ e e
eλab`αa`βb da db
2π ξx qpBβ qx2 {2 ´αβ{λ 2π ´αβ{λ`ξx`qp´α{λqx2 {2
e e
e
“
e
.
λ
λ
Thus Ipxq is a Gaussian with respect to x, so we can (formally) compute
ż
p2πq3{2
´1 2
I “ Ipxqdx “ a
e´αβ{λ´qp´α{λq ξ {2 .
λ qp´α{λq
We could have arrived at the same result by first computing
the x integral as a formal Gaussian over the ring of functions
of b and then computing the ab integral.
Question. Is there a precedent for this procedure? A
name? Is there a place where people routinely iterate Gaussian integration to integrate non-Gaussians?
“

˚

Meaning, applying standard formulas without worrying about convergence. Add conditions if you must, or think that I’m really imitating some QFT-like context in which convergence is not an issue.
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